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11th MARCIALONGA CYCLING CRAFT
UNDER THE CHRISTMAS TREE WITH STORY AND RUNNING
SUPERGADGETS, NEW RACE AND MANY INITIATIVES


The passion for races and cycling will reach the climax next July 4th 2017 in the valleys of Fiemme and Fassa (Trentino region, Italy) with Marcialonga Cycling Craft. The eleventh edition will reward the loyalty of competitors with an amazing race package, a new race and promotional activities for Christmas. 
The title sponsor, Craft, has developed a brand new product, not for sale, specially conceived for future participants in the Marcialonga Cycling Craft: A top-quality item for high-intensity and endurance sports, a light and performing technical undershirt, called “Cool Mesh Superlight”. The ideal product to take part in the new race organized by Marcialonga, i.e. a race for fixed-gear bicycles which will be held on Friday, 2nd June at 5.00 p.m. along a 980-metres long circuit in the old town centre of Predazzo. 
The first Marcialonga Fixed will be part of the ACSI Italian Championship and it will enliven the days before the official start of the Marcialonga Cycling Craft on Sunday, followed by MiniCycling on Saturday. 
With Christmas getting closer, Marcialonga’s organizing committee has thought of a special gift for sports lovers. The initiative “Marcialonga under the Christmas tree” gives the opportunity of giving the dear ones as a present the registration for one of the 2017 events, such as the fifth Marcialonga Story of 28 January, the eleventh Marcialonga Cycling Craft of 4 June and the fifteenth Marcialonga Running Coop of 3 September. With the official registration to one or more events, participants will receive an exclusive gift box with nice gadgets. 
Marcialonga Story, starting from the Cross country stadium in Lago di Tesero, is a sort of journey back in time with vintage skiers equipped with old skis and clothes; Marcialonga Cycling Craft is a road cycling race over two distances, 80 and 135 km, starting and finishing in Predazzo; Marcialonga Running Coop will instead start from Moena and end in Cavalese after 26 kilometres along the Avisio river, in the heart of the valleys of Fiemme and Fassa. To receive the gift box, participants only have to send an e-mail to info@marcialonga.it by 16 December and specify the name of the person who will receive the gift and the dedication for him/her. Once the payment is made following the instructions received, the gift box will be sent to the address indicated. 
Marcialonga thinks of cross-country skiing, cycling and running lovers every day, with new initiatives, spectacular races and side events, and it gives new presents to sports lovers every day. Be part of the magic Marcialonga world! 
Info: www.marcialonga.it and Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Google+ and YouTube.

